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Abstract: Text mining and sentiment analysis have received huge attention recently, specially because of the availability of
vast data in form of text available on social media, e-commerce websites, blogs and other similar sources. This data is usually
unstructured and contains noise, therefore the task of gaining information is complex and expensive. There is a growing need
for developing different methodologies and models for efficiently processing the texts and extracting apt information. One way
to extract information is text mining and sentiment analysis, that include: data acquisition, data pre-processing and
normalization, feature extraction and representation, labelling, and finally the application of various Natural Language
Processing (NLP) and machine learning algorithms. This paper provides an overview of different methods used in text mining
and sentiment analysis elaborating on all subtasks.
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1. Introduction
Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, in
essence, is the process of quantifying the emotional value in
a series of words or text, to gain an understanding of the
attitudes, opinions and emotions expressed. Sentiment
analysis can be applied to various sectors such as ecommerce, banking, mining social media websites like Face
book, Twitter and so on. Using sentiment analysis and text
mining, organizations can gain consumer insight from the
response about their products and services. This can be
further used to study customers’ satisfaction with the services
and in case of complaints and issues, finding the possible
reasons for that. One of the applications of sentiment analysis
is recommendation systems, for instance YouTube
recommends on the basis of consumers likes, dislikes and
comments provided by the user. In this paper, we extensively
study various text mining and sentiment analysis techniques
applied to different areas in multi lingual format and from
different resources. A sentiment analysis and text mining
framework typically includes following subtasks: acquiring

text data, data cleaning and pre processing, data
normalization, conversion of text to machine readable
vectors, features selection, and finally applying NLP and
machine learning algorithms. In this paper, we present a
literature review on recent trends in text mining and
sentiment analysis. For instance, consumer review mining
and application to tourism industry are the current successful
applications. Topic modelling is successfully combined with
sentiment priors to generate topics and sentiment classes
simultaneously. Emoji and emoticon sentiments are included
in many of the studies to improve accuracy of results and so
on.

2. Literature Review
In [1] Duwairi et. al mentioned that sentiment analysis
determines the polarity of given text either using machine
learning approach or using lexicon based approach. The
classifiers applied on the datasets were Naïve Bayes, Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN
(k=10)) where SVM gave highest precision and KNN gave
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the highest recall. Also to test the data sets 10-fold cross
validation was used. They demonstrated that the precision
got by SVM i.e. 75.25 was the best precision and the recall
got by KNN i.e. 69.04 was the best recall. Therefore, to get
better classification results, bigger data sets were required
and to label them crowd sourcing was considered followed
by semi supervised learning.
In [2] Kouloumpis et. al demonstrated the usefulness of
linguistic features and existing lexical resources used in
micro-blogging to detect the sentiments of twitter messages.
From this paper the researchers concluded that microblogging features were more useful as compared to POS
(Part-of-Speech) features and features from existing
sentiment lexicon. They also concluded that if they include
micro-blogging features then the training data will be of less
benefit. [3] consists of a new method formed by combination
of rule based classification, supervised learning and machine
learning which showed the improvement in micro and macro
averaged F1. To get better effect, Prabowo et. al considered
semi-automatic approach. From this paper they concluded
that hybrid classification was better than the classification by
any individual classifier. They also concluded that reduction
of rules will produce less effect on F1.
From [4], Mudinas et. al concluded that concept level
sentiment analysis system (psenti) was better as compared to
pure lexicon based system and pure learning based system
due to more precision in polarity classification and well
structured, readable results. On experimenting, they
confirmed that hybrid approach was better than sentistrength.
From their paper, they concluded that psenti system obtained
high precision than pure lexicon based system but near to
pure learning based system. It also gave well structured,
readable results and more resistance to writing style of text.
They also concluded that psenti system works better than
sentistrength. In short, the proposed hybrid approach was
capable in combining a carefully designed lexicon and a
powerful supervised learning algorithm.
In [5], Lin et. al identified subjective information using
automated tools and a novel probabilistic modelling
framework called joint sentiment/topic model, which detects
sentiment and topic together from text. They concluded that
the proposed JST model was fully apart as compared to other
machine learning approaches. Basically, they proposed this
model on movie dataset to classify the sentiment polarity and
to improve the sentiment classification accuracy. In this
paper, a joint sentiment/topic (JST) model had been proposed
with the help of which document level sentiment
classification could be depicted and mixture of topics from
text simultaneously could be extracted. On the other hand,
existing approaches in sentiment classification were based on
supervised learning, while the proposed JST model was fully
unsupervised, hence comes up with more flexibility and
could be easily combined with other applications. When the
results were compared with existing supervised approaches
then they found out that this model gave a competitive
performance in document level sentiment classification. On
other side it also had one limitation of classifying each
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document as a bag of words which results in ignoring the
word ordering for example predicting sentiment of “not good
movie” being positive and of “not bad movie” being
negative. This leads them to include bigrams and trigrams in
their model. Another step which would be included in future
was to detect the polarity of text at several granularity levels,
e.g. detecting sentiment labels for more fine-grained topics.
Model performance on datasets from different domains were
also evaluated.
In their paper, Li et. al [6] studied online forums hotspot
and forecast using sentiment analysis and text mining
approaches. First of all, to inspect the sentiment polarity for
each piece of text, an algorithm was created. Afterwards to
develop unsupervised text mining approach the algorithm
was joined with k-means clustering and support vector
machine (SVM). Described text mining approach had been
used to group forums into various clusters, whose centre
represent a hotspot forum within the current time span. The
datasets had been taken from SINA sports forum.
Experimental results showed that SVM forecasting gets high
consistent results with k-means clustering. The top 10
hotspot forums given by SVM forecasting resembles 80% of
k-means clustering results. Both SVM and k-means achieved
the same results for the top 4 hotspot forums of the year. In
this paper they had created an algorithm that automatically
analyze the sentiment polarity of a text, with the help of
which text values were obtained. Influential power of text
was represented by absolute value and sentiment polarity by
the sign of text. Previously created algorithm was then
combined with k-means clustering and SVM classification to
integrated approach for online sports forums cluster analysis.
Unsupervised algorithm had been applied to group the
forums into various clusters, whose center represent hotspot
forum with the current time span. In addition to clustering the
forums based on data from the current time window,
forecasting for the next window was also done by them.
Proof for existence of correlations between post text
sentiment and hotspot distribution was given by empirical
studies. Results showed that both SVM and k-means produce
consistent natural groupings. Several companies could be
benefited from these hotspot predicting approaches in
different ways. These companies could also combine results
for market basket analysis to yield comprehensive decision
support information. A firm in financial sector or the
financial department of a giant company might get profit
from such a sentimental and text mining process. In financial
market, right before a security market opens and trading
begins, analysts people on sales and trading desks usually try
to get an overall fix on market sentiment and for particular
investments. First, algorithm design could be improved to
yield a more accurate calculation of sentiment. Even for
supervised learning, algorithms other than SVM, or
variations of SVM, could be joined as well. Secondly, they
had incorporated topic extraction. Third, a practical system,
in the form of a website portal, was desired as their major
future work.
In [7] a global structured model was investigated to
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classify the sentiment of texts on different levels of
granularity and also true solutions were confirmed by
classification techniques on which assumption of the model
was based with an advantage of allowing classification
decisions from one level to another. On experimenting
McDonald et. al realized that this model somewhat lower the
classification level. In their paper, they described model with
controllable assumption for sentence document analysis
which gain more precision as compared to classifiers that
were trained alone as well as cascaded system. It was also
suggested that nested hierarchical structure would be more
helpful.
[8] represented that in conveying different views of public,
opinion mining was under consideration because of many
web sources and it classifies the opinion either in positive or
negative category. In this, Saleh et. al tested the various
fields of text files either by SVM or by certain weighting
schemes. The major purpose was to check the collections and
for this they proposed a different collection which form a
beneficial source to detect the opinion mining. They
concluded that SVM was the better means to handle
sentiment classification. For other tasks, they wanted to
analyze the reaction on reviews and explore the outermost
experience similar to Senti-word net. [9] showed that for text
classification different alternatives of machine learning
algorithms show large variation in their performance. They
also represented that bigram show constant improvements in
tasks and Naive Bayes (NB) was more preferable than SVM
for small part in sentiment tasks. Also, a new SVM
alternative shows constantly better results on datasets and
due to this information they demonstrated NB and SVM
alternatives. From this paper it was concluded that
Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) was more preferred on
sentiment analysis tasks. They concluded that SVM was
more preferred on long reviews and advantages of bigrams
depends on the sentiment tasks. They also concluded that
NB-SVM was a strong operator and Bernoulli Naive Bayes
(BNB) was worst performer than MNB.
In [10] two problems were tested: (1) determining whether
the given document was a review or not, and (2) classifying
the polarity of a review as positive or negative. It was also
proved that review identification could be performed with
more precision using only unigrams as features. Ng et. al
then examined the role of four types of simple linguistic
knowledge sources in a polarity classification system. Task
of document level sentiment analysis were examined in this
paper. Review identification and polarity classification, two
problems in document level sentiment analysis were
examined. They observed that review identification could be
achieved with great accuracy (97-99%) with the help of SVM
classifier. They then studied about the several linguistic
knowledge sources in polarity classification. They found that
bigrams and trigrams if chosen with respect to the weighted
log-likelihood ratio as well as manually tagged information,
can be quite useful.
In [11] sentiment analysis was used to do natural language
processing with the help of which polarity of text document

was detected. Initially only positive and negative sentiments
were discriminated i.e. binary classification problem. Various
machine learning techniques were matched with this
problem. They used IMDB dataset to get the results which
were easily reproducible. Researchers could also combine
their developments which would be useful for further
advancements. A simple and powerful method was proposed
for sentiment analysis. They had joined three conceptually
different baseline models: first one based on language
models, second one based on consecutive models of
sentences and the last one based on quick reweighing of
BOW (Bag of Words). This paper helped in determining how
to use this in standard generative language models. They
included
a
code
which
is
available
at
http://github.com/mesnilgr/iclr15.
In [12], Tripathy et. al represented that the reviews and
blog datasets obtained from the social networking sites were
unsystematic and need classification for a meaningful
information. They could be classified as positive, negative
and neutral with the help of supervised machine learning
methods. In this paper, for classification of sentiments, they
introduced four different machine learning algorithms i.e. NB
(Naive Bayes), ME (maximum entropy), SGD (stochastic
gradient descent) and SVM (support vector machine) based
on precision, recall, F-measure, and accuracy. This paper
helped in classifying the movie reviews using supervised
machine learning algorithms which was further applied on
IMDB dataset using n-gram approach. They concluded that
in n-gram approach as the value of n increases, the
classification accuracy decreases. It was also concluded that
combination of TF-IDF and count vectorizer techniques
helps in obtaining better accuracy. On further studying they
also came across some limitations as small size of twitter
comments, reviews or comments including punctuation
symbols and words like “greatttt, fineee” as they don't have
proper meaning. So, new list of words was prepared for
classification after removing the stop words to select the best
feature. For better accuracy hybrid machine learning
techniques were also considered.
In [13] Zheng et. al paid attention to the Chinese online
reviews since they were directly affected by feature
selections which includes n-char-grams and n-pos-grams as
potential sentiment features. To select feature subset and to
count feature weight enhanced document frequency method
and Boolean weighting methods were used. On
experimenting with chi-square test, they concluded that the
model obtained more accuracy when 4-pos-grams were used
to extract features and when taking n-char-grams as feature
then low order n-char-grams performed better than high
order. From their paper, they concluded that accuracy
decreases as the order of n-char-grams increases. Also the
noun, adjectives, adverbs and verbs on combining gave better
performance and if adjectives were selected as features then
it would be better to follow n-pos-grams as features. They
also concluded that sentiment analysis of Chinese reviews
improved using document frequency method. Further
research focus on sentence level since in paragraph level both
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positive and negative sentences were considered and the
extracting features based on grammatical structures was
proposed. In social media defected products had a disastrous
impact so their detection could protect the customers from
losses. Earlier the automated defect discovery achieve
success but still there had been no application to home
appliances. So in [14] Law et. al extended their study on
underperformance in large home appliances mainly the
dishwashers. The domain specific sparkle and domain
specific smoke term dictionaries had strong impact on
dishwasher defects. Their research was very useful for
improving the quality of dishwasher appliances. The authors
conducted different experiments to detect the defects in the
products. From first experiment they concluded that to detect
the defects Afinn lexicon was used but the remaining
sentiment analysis techniques performed better than unigram,
bigrams and trigrams. The smoke term dictionary was very
helpful in exposing the defects which were not found by
sentiment analysis. From the second experiment they
concluded that in discovering the defects logistic regression,
neural network and decision tree classifiers performed better.
Domain specific terms implies that the user was satisfied
with the product category, design or its use and these terms
were having high effect on all the models as compared to
component specific and outcome specific features. Neural
network classifiers gave the best results and the negative
online reviews had adverse effect on sales, brand reputation
and company profits.
In [15], Nguyen et. al proposed a new feature type to check its
contribution in document level sentiment analysis. They attained
best results on dataset produced by Pang and Lee (2004)
containing 2000 reviews with 91.6% accuracy than by Maas et
al. (2011) containing 50000 reviews with 89.87% accuracy.
They also got result on dataset containing 233600 reviews with
93.24% accuracy. In this paper an experimental study on
sentiment polarity classification had been conducted by them.
First of all, a rating based feature had been described which was
based on regression model, AND learned from external
independent dataset of 233600 movie reviews. Afterwards
contribution of both machine learning and rating based criteria
were used to achieve accuracy of 91.6% and 89.87% on the
datasets from different domains. These results showed that
rating based feature was more efficient for sentiment
classification on polarity reviews. Performance could also be
improved by adding bigram and trigram features.
In [16], Tiwari et. al demonstrated content based approach
for the online audits, film ratings etc. using sentiment
analysis. These reviews were grouped by supervised machine
learning strategies. For conclusions three different machine
learning calculations were considered i.e. SVM, ME, NB and
these conclusions were based on parameters such as
accuracy, review, f-measure and precision. In this paper for
classifying the film reviews of rotten tomatoes dataset using
n gram method different machine learning techniques had
been suggested. The authors also concluded that on
comparison with other research works their output obtained
better accuracy.
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In [17], Arun et. al, represented sentiment analysis on
tweets for demonetization. Firstly, they accessed the data and
then converted it into text files as input dataset. Then
sentiment analysis was performed after removing the stop
words followed by determining the polarity of the words and
classifying the tweets as positive and negative. So a new
method was suggested for sentiment analysis on
demonetization and for this process data cleaning, bigrams,
polarity, sentiment scores and graphical methods were used.
In [18], a comparative analysis of different approaches for
sentiment analysis and topic detection of Spanish tweets was
presented with classification tasks. For classifying Spanish
tweets according to sentiment and topics various experiments
had been performed. Use of stemmers and lemmatizers, ngrams, word types, negations, valence shifters, link processing,
search engines, special Twitter semantics (Hashtags), and
different classification methods had been evaluated which was
represented a detailed and complete study. The first conclusion
that Anta et. al drew was that due to their brevity and lack of
context tweets were very hard to deal with. These results proved
that for analyzing and classifying the Spanish text it was
possible to use classical methods. Best accuracy that was seen
was 58% for topics and 42% for sentiments classification.
In [19], Basha et. al represented that because of the
popularity of E-commerce product reviews for a product
were also growing rapidly with an exponential factor. To
make a decision among multiple option where time and
money were precious, other people opinions would play an
important role. Now most of the organizations had opinion
mining and sentiment analysis as a part of their research.
Also, almost every business was influenced by the social
media websites and blogs which led these companies to do
sentimental analysis. In this paper they had used fuzzy rule
based systems (FRBS) with models, namely: Mamdani, and
Takagi Sugeno Kang (TSK) using FRBS package in R. They
also compared these models with other classification
methods in terms of precision, Recall and F-measure,
accuracy and performance of the method. Experiments on the
proposed algorithm for calculating emotions and opinions
regarding the product were conducted and also demonstrated
the R package. Also some examples of the usage of the
package and comparison to other packages had been made.
In [20], Alomari et. al represented that Arabic tweets pose
a good opportunity for opinion mining research but they were
delayed due to shortage of sentiment analysis resources or
challenges in Arabic language text analysis. It included
Arabic Jordanian twitter corpus in which either the tweets
were denoted as positive or as negative and these tweets were
examined using different supervised machine learning
approaches. For using different weight schemes, stemming
and n-grams techniques experiments were conducted which
showed that SVM classifier using TF-IDF through bigrams
feature was better as compared to Naive Bayesian classifier.
The main objective was to examine the machine learning
approach for Arabic sentiment analysis. Firstly, the authors
collected a new available Arabic tweets corpus containing
1,800 tweets written in Jordanian dialect. Then they
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compared the two machine learning algorithms (SVM and
NB) using various n-grams with different weighting schemes
and applying stemming techniques. After experimenting they
finally concluded that SVM classifier using stemmer with
TF-IDF weighting scheme through bigrams showed 88.72%
accuracy and 88.27% f-score, their model performed better
than other Arabic sentiment analyses research results.

3. Conclusion
The major applications of text mining widely include
network mining, natural language dispensation, information
recovery and information extraction. In this paper, we survey
few representative work such as entity recognition and
relation extraction and information extraction. In this paper
we also discuss the sentiments of Spanish tweets, Arabic
tweets and many more languages. For text mining and
sentiment analysis, the major steps required are data
acquirement, data conversion, feature representation, feature
extraction and different machine learning algorithms. We
also extensively show the results of various supervised and
unsupervised sentiment analysis techniques to efficiently
detect the sentiments.

Future Work
Future work includes extensive comparison of different text
mining and sentiment analysis approaches on different data sets
acquired from multiple resources and in multiple languages. We
will also work towards finding most computationally
inexpensive algorithms for various tasks and sub-tasks. Various
prediction applications will also be studied.
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